In June 2017 we held 'Making Maths Real' workshops for parents and carers.
Don’t think of maths as something you have to sit down quietly and do with your child.
Make maths fun, interactive and build it into your everyday routines!
Have a look on our website under the curriculum section - Maths - and find many resources to support your child's
learning and enjoyment at home, or come in and ask us for ideas!

This is some of the positive feedback we received.
Amelia and I have been counting cars and

Emily loves the number rhymes. We have counted shapes

measuring using her jug you gave us in the bath. We

and beads. Emily put her toys in the bag you gave us to see

have also been moving objects and counting and

if they were light or heavy. She even got in the bag herself!

working out what was left.
Thank you it was really helpful.

We only had a little watering can in the bath previously so
by using the measuring jug Ellarose loved seeing all the

‘Maths can be fun’! Myself and Thomas had a messy

different measures of liquid. She also enjoyed putting some

time making scones. We used the jug to measure,

bath toys in and out of the jug. So we kept adding and

divided the dough in half and used the cutters to see

subtracting and it was really fun and made a change.

how many we could make. Thomas managed one

Ellarose loved it and kept laughing. Great fun!

more than mummy. Thank you for another great

Fab workshop. Thank you sooo much. I always enjoy them.

workshop.

I helped Lyra to make cookies on Saturday. We

We bought a set of puzzles, mixed them all up, then

measured out the ingredients together and made the

separated them and counted them. And completed them.

mixture, then counted out the cookies and discussed

After the session, I realised that maths is not just about

how long they will take to cook. Thanks so much for

numbers, it is about much more. I will improve Aaron’s

the math’s workshop – it’s given us lots of great ideas.

maths skills through daily life.

